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§1. Introduction
A knot K in a 3-sphere S3 is said to have period n [9] [13] (or to be s
periodic knot of order n) if there is a rotation of S3 with period n and axis A
where Ar＼K― 0, which leaves K invariant. (This definitionis now equivalent t<
the original definitiondue to the positive solution to Smith Conjecture.)
One of the main problems is to determine periods of a given knot and s<
far, several necessary conditions for K to have period n have been found. Se(
[1], [5], [7], [9], [13].
In this paper, we prove a few additional conditions using the covering link
age invariants which will be explained below.
Let /, be a set of n letters,1, 2, ■■･,n and S(Jn) the groups of all permuta
tions on /,. Thus S{Jn) is isomorphic to the symmetric group of order n!
Let F be a finitetransitivepermutation group, i.e.,F is a transitive subgroup
Of S{Jn).
An epimorphism 6: G―^F^SUn) is called,in this paper, a representation ol
G of degree n.
Two representations 61} 82: G-+F will be called equivalent [4], is symbols
dx=di, if there is an inner automorphism p: S{Jn)^S(Jn) such that p61^=d2.
Let M be a 3-manifold and G = n1(M). To each representation of G oi
degress n, there is defined uniquely (up to homeomorphism) an n-sheeted cover-
ing space M of M. Equivalent representations define homeomorphic covering
spaces.
Let K be a knot in S3 and let M―Sz―K. In this paper, tci{Ss―K) is denoted
by G{K). A representation 6: G(K)-+F^S(Jn) defines the covering space M of
M, called the unbranched covering space of K in S8. It is known that M is of
the form M*―K for some orientable closed 3-manifold M* and a knot (or link)
K in M*. The "comnletion" M* of M is called the branched covering space of
Received May 20, 1980.
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S3 branched along K, and K is called the knot (or link) in M* that covers K. If
K has more than one components, Klt K2, ■･■, Kr, say, it may be possible to con-
sider the linking number aij~lk(Ki, K}) between Kt and K5 in M*. The set
{<Xi,j,l^i<j^r} is called the convering linkage invariant of K associated with
6 [6]. If lk(Kit Kj) does not exist, we simply write ai:j――.
For representations over the dihedral groups Dn, n being odd, this invariant
has been used in [7], [10].
We will use this invariant to find some conditions for K to have period n.
As applications of our theorems, it will be proven that knots 810> 820, 924, 9SS, 946
[12] cannot have certain periods, for which all previously known conditions fail
to rule out these oeriods.
At the end of the paper, we listall prime periods of knots
crossing points.
with less than 10
§2. Preliminaries
Let G be an arbitrary group. Let dt: G-^r^S(Jn) (i=l, 2) be representations
of degree n, and $: G―>G an automorphism.
Proposition 2.1. // d^62, then 6x(j)=d2(p.
Proof. Since #i=#2, there exists an inner automorphism p of S{Jn) such
that pd1=62, and hence pdl<b=d26. Thus 6^6 = 626.
Proposition 2.2. Let (j>:G―>G he an automorphism of order p, a prime.
Let 6: G-*FSS(Jn) be a representation. Then either
(1) 00=0, or
(2) no two of p representations 6, 6(p,･･-,d<f)p~lare equivalent.
Proof. Assume 00^0 and 6<pk=d<pl, Q^k<l<p. Then d=df~k by Pro-
position 2.1. Since g. c.d. (p, l―k)―l, there exist integers or, /5 such that
a/)+i8(/-ife)=l. Then ^^v^n~^=tpHi-^ yields00=00^CI-*'=0, since B=d(j)l~k.
This contradicts 0oi^0.
Corollary 2.3. Under the same assumption as in Proposition 2.2,if F<＼S{Jn)
and F has no automorphism of order p, then 6<p~6 yields 6<p-=d.
Proof. Since 66^6, there is an inner automorphism of S(Jn) such that
6(f)=p6. Then d0p=ppd and hence 0=p≫0, since <f>v=id. Therefore pp＼r=id.
Since F does not have an automorphism of order p, and F<＼S{Jn), it follows
that p＼F~id, i.e., 06~6.
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§3. Covering linkage invariants.
We consider S3 as i?3W{oo}, and use cylindrical coordinates (r, d, t) for R3
Let t,,lbe the rotation of Ss about the t-axis T through 2n:/m, i.e.,
Tm(r,O, t)=(r,d+-2~, t)
Tm(co) = co
Let K be a periodic knot of order m. Applying an isotopy deformation if
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that Tm(K)=K and Kr＼T=<p.
Such a rotation tm will be called the rotation associated with K.
In the following, a pair (K, rTO) will also be called a periodic knot.
Now the identification space S3/t is again a 3-sphere 2s and K/z―K be-
comes a knot in I＼ Let Nm be a 3-ball {(r, 0, t)＼^d^2n/m}W{oo}. Then the
presentations of G(K)=iti(S3―K) and G(K)=rc1(S!i ―K) can be obtained from
that of -K^Nm―K) as follows. (Also see Example 1.)
First, give an orientation to K. Let Alt A2, ■■■,Ad be the points of inter-
section Kr＼{(r, 0, t)＼―co<r,t<oo}czdNm. Denote Bi=Tm(Ai)ddNm, i=l,2,―, d.
Let iP0 = <;ti, x2, ･■･,x^|i?1; i?2, ･■■,Rg-d) be a Writinger presentation of
iti(Nm―K). Each generator x^ is represented by a small oriented loop once
around an arc in a positive direction, and each relation Rt is of the form:
XjiXixjHXr1='i-, £i= + l or ―1. For simplicity, we assume that the first d genera-
tors Xi, ■･■,xd and the last d generators xq+1, ■■■,xq+d (q+d=g) correspond to
arcs intersecting dNm at At and arcs intersecting d'Nm at Bi} respectively. With
these conventions, G(K) has a presentation
& = <xx, x2> ■■･,xB＼Ru Rif ･■■,Rq, x1=xq+1, ･･-, xd~xq+d! (q+d=g)>.
Denote by SE{ulf m2, ･･･, uk) the free group generated freely by uu u2, ･･･, uk.
Now Rt (i―1, 2, ･■･,q) is an element of S(xu x2, ･･･, xs). We define Rjti
O'=l, 2, ･･■,m) as an element of 3'(xj,lf xjti, ■■■,xj:g) obtained from Rt by replac-
ing every x＼ appearing in Ri by x),k- Then G(K) has a presentation:
&=＼Xj.i＼Rj,l> Xj,q+k = Xj+i,ft/
where l^j^m, l^i^g, l^=l^q, l^k^d and ;'is taken modulo m.
The following example illustrates these presentations. For simplicity, we use
xt, yif Zi for xUi, x2,i, x3li. Also we note that Tm*(xj,i)=Xj+1,i.
Example 1.
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Rx=
R4=
0
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A,
Fig 1.
At A,
Fig. 2.
&0=<xlf x2, x3, ■･-,^ 1^=1, ･･･, /?B=1>
X7 X4X7 X5 ≪
Kz―X3 X2X3X4 , /V3―
Nm~K
X^ XqXdXf
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$ = <xu xt, ― , x8＼R ― 1, ■■■,R5― 1. X X&> X% %i, X% ―x%y,
and
£=(xu ■■･,x8, ylf ■･■,ys, zx, ･-■, z^R^x―l, ■･■,R3.6=l
Xt+j―yj, y5+J―Zj, zb+j=xj, 7=1, 2, 3>,
where /?1,i=i?i, Rz.^y^yiy&ys1, ■■･,R^^z^ZtZ^.
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Proposition 3.1. Let (K, z) be a periodic knot of order m, and r*: G(K)
^G(K) an automorphism induced from z.
Let 6: G{K)^F^S{Jn) be a representation of G(K). Then
(1) r* is not identity,and
(2) 6 induces the representation of G{K)―G{K/z) onto F if 6z*=d. Con-
oersely,if there is a representation 6 : G(K)-^F^S(Jn), then there is a representa-
tion d: G(K)^r^S(Jn) such that 6z*=d.
Proof. Since (1) is well-known [13], we only need to show (2).
Suppose dz*=d. Using presentations 3>,£P,define 6 : G{K) -* F^S(Jn) by
6(xi)=6(xhi). 6 is well-defined. To see 0 is onto, it suffices to check that
{0{xi,i),l^i^g] generates V, since d{xl,i)=d{xj,i) for any ;. The converse is
obvious.
To each knot K in S'＼we can assign a meridian-longitude pairs,{ptK,lK),p.K,
lK^G(K). For a periodic knot (K, z), we always choose, xx.i as [jlk.
Theorem 3.2. Let (K, z) be a periodic knot of period m. Let 6: G(K)-*
F^S(Jn) be a representation of G(K). Suppose 6z*=d. Let 6 : G{K)->F be the
homomorphism induced by 6. Assume that d(lK)=id and 6{lz)=id**> Let M* be
the branched covering space of S3 branched along K associated with 6.
Suppose that K is covered by r knots Ku K2, ･■･,Kr, r>l, and let {ai,}} be
the covering linkage invariants of K. Let b be the order of the torsion group
of H＼(M*; Z). Then if aij=lk{Ki} K}) exists,atj is of the form am/b for some
integer a. In particular, if g.c.d. (b, m)=l, then 0^=0 (mod m).
Proof. First we need precise expressions for longitudes lK and /£of K
and K.
Consider (Nm, Nmr＼K). Nmr＼K consists of d arcs au a2, ･･･,ad and dNmr＼K
consists of Id points Jl={Au A2, ･･･,Ad) and $={BU B2, ■■■,Bd) (See Fig. 1).
≪i connects two points in ^J＼JB. We may assume that Ai=(rif 0, 0) and Bt=
iXu lizlm, 0). Define an involution v: <J＼J@―>Jl^m by v(Ai)= Bi and v(Bi)=Ai.
*) These conditions are always satisfiedif /* is metabelian, i.e. V"'= 1
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Since at Is oriented, at has two end points, called the initial point Xt and the
terminal point Yi. If Ax is the terminal point of some arc ait then reverse the
orientation of K so that Ax is the initialpoints of a^. Now we rearrange au a2,
■■･, ad as follows. ax is the arc whose initialpoint is Au and inductively, a, is
the arc whose initialpoint is v{Yj-i),j=2, 3, ･･･,d, where Y,-x is the terminal
point of cxj-!(new).
To get 1%, choose 2d line segments j{C), C^<J＼J & on dNm that connect
(0, 0, 1) to C.
Let Wj be the element in itx{Nm―K) that represents the loop jiX^ajjiYj)'1.
Then 1% is given by
(3.1) lk=W1Wt-Wdx'l,
where a is an integer.
For example, for the knot K in Fig. 1,
lk=W1WtWsX-16=(x5)(xi)(xix,x1)x1K
Let (p: Jm Xjd-*Jm be a function defined by
r Mj, i)=j-l (modm) if Y^Ji
(3.2)
I 00",i)=i+l (mod m) if F^e^,
where F^ is the terminal point of at.
Example 1 (Continued).
0(1, 1)=3, 0(1, 2)=2, 0(1, 3)=2
0(2, 1)=1, 0(2, 2)=3, 0(2, 3)=3
0(3, 1)=2, 0(3, 2)=1, 0(3, 3)=1.
Let 3d be the set {xi,1} .rf,2,･■･, ^i,*} and SF(3d) the free group freely generated
by 2＼.
Using /£-,we can show that a longitude lK of /<"is given by
(3.3) lK=W1(3Cvll.li)W2(DCvll,i,) ･･･Wd(3Cvilld,)
W1(3Cvl2,1->)-WdOCvt.<n)
W1(3CvCm, !,)■■■Wd(DCv(m.d>)
771
where indices v(j,i) is defined,inductively, by
ma
I.I
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v(l,1)=1
■ v{j,l)=v(;-l, d)+ l for ≫1
. v(j,i)=<p(v(j,i―1),i―1) for i>l,
and H/ri(^'A)is the element of 3(2Ck) thatis obtained from Wt by replacing every
xj appearing in Wt by x＼ti.
Example 1 (Continued). lK=W1(T1)W2(3C3)W3(3C1)Wi(X2W^3eiWs(3C2)W1(T3)
W2(3C2)W3(3Cs)x'i15―(x6ziX3X7x1)-(ysxiy3y7y1)-(z'OyiZsZiZi)xJ15.
Now, 6t*―Q, by assumption, and since t^{x1,^=x2,u it follows that d{Xj,i)―
0Tt＼x1.i)=0(xi.i). Therefore, dWJX^^OWkOd) and hence
0(1K)=
fL0lW1(XvcJ.≫)Wa(3Cvlj.≫).≫
Wd(^il,j,d)W(x1,1)ma
j―X
m
= H0(W1(T1)W2(3C1) ■■■Wd(Tl))-d(x1,ir"
[d(WJV2 - Wdx1)T
Thus, we obtain
(3.4) 6{lK)=0{lkT
■
Let {0u 02, ･･■,Or＼ be the set of orbits of /, under the action of #(*!,i)
(and 6{lK)―id). Assume that Oi corresponds to a covering knot Ki.
Since lk{Kt, K3) exists, there is a linking homomorphism
[6, Proposition 7.1].
More precisely, let h be the order of the torsion group of i/a(M*; Z) and QP
the additive group of rationals of the form a/b with an integer a. Then £ is,
in fact, a homomorphism
Z'.3{{xi.i.k})―*Qp
satisfying
(3.5) S £Ui.i.*)=l and
E
l<=0
t*i
Ui,i.i)=O
t
Since xjtiand xhl are conjugate,we note that
(3.6) 2?U*,.*)=1 and 2£U,...i)=0
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(3.7)
and
for
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We will show that there is a linking homcmorphism
7]: 3({xj,i,k}) ―"■>Qp such that
(1) S ?(*i.i.*)=l and
(2) y(x1.t,k)=y(xt,i, *)=■･･
2
If?'
j?(*i.i.i)=O
= V(xm,i
all i and k.
To obtain yj, we define inductively
I $.l(Xj,i,k)~£l-i(Xj-i, i,k)
Then each ££is also a linking homomorphism.
*)
This follows from the specific
presentation 2> of G{K). Therefore, it follows from (3.6) by induction that
(3.8)
for all /
Define
Then
Further, we have
rj{xj,s,k)=
2 ?i(*i..,≫)=l and Sf^,,,≫)=O
1 m
?(**.. *)= ―2 &(*>,≫.a)
2 r}(Xj,s,k)=l
k<EOi
l
_
m
and 2 y](xj,s,k)=G
*eot
{£i(*j, s,k) + $z(Xj,s, k)+ ■･･+£m(Xj,s,k)}
― {£i(Xj,,,k) + £l(Xj-1,s,k) + £i(xj-2,S, ft)+ ･･■+ £i(x>+i.≪,*)}
1 m
― ■ S ?l(-£g, s, ft)
m 5=1
and hence, r]{xj,s,k)―y]{xi,s,k)for all /,j, which proves (3.7).
Now, since rjis a linking homomorphism of 3?({xj,t,*.}),7](xj,i,k)are obtained
as solutions of a certain system of linear equations [6, p. 1328] and the coefficient
matrix of the system is exactly the relation matrix of H^M*; Z), and hence,
r}(xi,j,k)belongs to QP.
Further, since y](xjjS,k)=r/(xi,s,k)for all j, I, rj also defines a linking homo-
morphism
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by putting rj(xi,k)=i)(xl,i,k)'
Now Corollary 7.3 in [6] shows that
V(RklK) = lk(Kt, Kj) for k&Oj.
(For definitionof £Dk,see [6, p. 1318].)
Since d(lK)=d(l%)m, it follows that 7]{3)klK)=^mr]{g)kl^).
Since fjS)k{l^)is of the form a/b, r]{3)klK)is of the fhrm ma/b, and hence
lk(Kif Kj) is of the form ma/b. This proves Theorem 3.2.
Remark. An analogous theorem for a dihedral representation 6: G(K)^Dn
SS(Jn) has been proven In [7] under complicated conditions, which confirm the
existence of the dihedral covering linkage invariant. R. I. Hartley also obtains a
similar result.
Corollary 3.3. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3.2,
lk(Kit K^mlk&iKi, Kj),
where M is the branched covering space of S3 branched along K associated with
6, and Ku ･■■,Kr are knots that cover it in M, and ikgiKi, Kj) denotes the link-
ing number between K^i and /?,･in M, and assume that Kt and R-L correspond to
the same orbit in Jn.
Proof. This is essentially what we have shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
§4. Equivalent representations.
Let (K, t) be a periodic knot of order m.
Let Q: G(K)->r^S(Jn) be a representation. Then, d, Or*, ･■■,･･･,OzT1 are
also representations of G(K). They may be equivaient to each other. Even, if
they are not equivalent, the corresponding spaces are hoineornorphic. In parti-
cular, we have
Proposition 4.1. Covering linkage invariants obtained from these representa-
tions are identical as sets.
Example 2. Let Ko be a trefoilknot and let K―K0§K<>. Obviously, K has
period 2. Let 6: G(K)-*D3^S(JS) be a representation given in Fig. 3. Then the
second representation #r*: G(K)-^DSSS(JS) is given in Fig. 4. Since there is no
inner automorphism p of S(J3) with dr^―pd, 6 is not equivalent to dr*. How-
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ever, the covering linkage invariants are {2} for both 6 and dz*
g
(13) (23)
(23) (13)
Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
In this section, we prove that under certain conditions, Or* and 6 cannot be
equivalent for many 6.
Theorem 4.2. Let (K, z) be a periodicknot of order p, an odd prime. Sup-
pose that G{K) has a representation() on Dp of degree p such that 6(xltl)=
(1 p-l)(2 p-2) - ((p-l)/2 (p+l)/2). If G(K)=G(K/t) does not have a repre-
sentation on Dp, then there is one and only one representation 6 such that dv*=d.
Proof. We use the same notation and symbols as those used in §3. We
study a representation 6 such that 6t*=6. Since G{R)-/^DP, it follows from Pro-
position 3.1 (2) that 0z*^6, and hence there is an inner automorphism p of S(JP)
such that dz*=pd. Since r* has order p, p must have order p and pi=id.
Therefore, p is a conjugation by a cycle (12--- p)1 for some 2,^0.
Since T*(Xj,i)=xj+1,i,we have 6(xj+1,i)―8z^(xj,i)=8zi(x1,i)=pid(x1,i)and hence,
6 is completely determined if 80: it^Np―K^Dp^SiJp) is given subject to
Oo(x1,q+i)(=6T^(x1,i))=pdo(x1,i),since xi,i=x1,q+iin G(K). Therefore, we study d0.
Now, a slightly modified argument used in [3, p. 160-162] shows that each repre-
sentation 80: TtiiNp―K^Dp^SiJp) corresponds to a solution of the system of
linear equations (4.1),(4.2) over the field Z/(p):
(41)
(4.2)
C anx1+a12X2-＼- ･･･+a1,gxg=O
&z＼X＼~＼~Q'Z<2.X'l~＼~･･"~{~Qz,gXg = U
(mod p)
aq,iX1-＼-aq,2Xz+ ■･■+aq,gXg = 0
a + Jl^Xq+d, (q+d―g)
(mod p)
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where the coefficientmatrix ,A=||
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aij＼＼i£izq.isjsg,of (4.1), is the Jacobian matrix
evaluated at *1=*2= ･■■=xg=―l. The correspondence between a solution and
a representation will be given as follows.
Let (xlt xz, ･･･, Xg)=(ci, c2, ■■･,cg) be a non-trivial solution of (4.1), (4.2). Let
(a, b＼a2=bp=(ab)2=l> be a presentation of Dp. Then 00: k1(Np―K)-+Dp is
given by
(4.3)
(4.4)
do(xi)=b-CiabCi =(c<)(c<-l, Ci+lXci-2, Ci+2)
6o(xq+i)=pdo(xi)
＼Ci 2 Ci+
Now eliminate unknowns xq+1,･■･,xq+d using (4.2) to obtain
(a11+a1,q+1)x1+ ･･･J['(a1,d+ a1,g)xdJrai,d+iXd+i
+ ･･･ +ai,qxq= ―^(oi,9+i+ ･･･+altg)
(fl≪.
i
+aa,3+i)xi+ ･･･ +(aq,d-＼-aq,g)xd + aq,d+1Xd+i
T~ '"■ ~r<2g, g-^9r= ^＼Og,g+i"T ■" "I Q-q, g)
The coefficientmatrix B of (4.4)is exactly the Alexander matrix of G(K) evalu-
ated at x1=x2:= ･･･=xq= ―l.
Let
―^(fli,8+i+ ･･■ai.g) 1
A(Og,g+i+ "" da, g) J
Since 6x^=6, there is at least one representation d0: Ki,{Np―K)-^Dp. There-
fore, there is at least one solution for (4.4),and hence, rank Shrank (BC) over
Z/(p).
By a property of the Alexander matrix, det B―0 (see, for example, [3, p.
162]) and thus rank B^q―1. However since G(jfc)-/>DP,it follows from [3] that
rank B^q―1 over Z/(p), and hence rank B―rank (BC)=q―l. Therefore, there
are exactly p distinct solutions. We claim that representations corresponding to
these solutions are equivalent.
Let v=(au a2> ･･･,aq) and w={fiu /32,･･･,fiq)be two solutions of (4.4).
Then v ―w is a solution of the system of homogeneous linear equations
(4.5) B
Xi
x2
Xq
=0 (mod p)
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Since vi^w, a~fiii^Q for some i.
Consider the system of eciuationswith a―I unknowns
X,
(4.6) B
Xi-i
X% + ＼
xq
ft = 0 (mod p)
s
Since rank B = q―1, (4.6) has a unique solution, if it exists. Now, since 2 o.j,i=0
for j=l, 2, ･■■,q, (this is a property of the Alexander matrix of a knot), one
(obvious) solution of (4.6) is (a* ―/3,:,･･･, a* ―/)*). Therefore, at ―^t=(Xi~^i―l,
say, for all f, and w=(≪x―/, ar2―7,･･･, aq―l). Then the representations ^1? ^2
corresponding to 7;,if are:
b-a*abak
b-tak-Dabak-i=b-iQ (x )hi
and hence (f1=^2.
Therefore, if 81r*=d1 and d2r*=62, then 0!=02. To show that there exists 6
such that r0*=0, it only sufficesto note [4] that G(K) has ps~l/p ―l (=1^0
(mod p)) representations on Dp for some integer s.
This proves Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 4,2,if G{K) has
more than one representations on Dv, then there is a representation 0 such that
6, Or*, 6t%, ･■･,dzi'1 are all inequivalent.
Example 3. A knot K=9i7 (Fig. 5 below) has a period 3 and K is a trivial
knot. G(K) has 4 representations on Dsi£S(Js). The covering linkage invariants
of K are {2/3}, {2/3}, {2/3}, {-2/3} [4, p. 200]. The last covering linkage in-
variant corresponds to a representation 6 such that 6z*~d.
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§5. Applications.
In order to show that a knot K does not have period p, firsttry to find a
representation of G(K) onto r^S(Jn) which has no automorphisms of order p.
If there is only one representation (up to equivalent) and F<iS(Jn), then 6z*=0
yields dz*=d. Therefore 6 induces a representation 0: G(K)-^I%S(Jrd- Further,
if the covering linkage invariant is defined, we can apply Theorem 3.2 or Theo-
rem 4.2.
Besides these theorems, the following proposition will be used frequently.
Proposition 5.1[9, Theorem 1, p. 169].
Let (K, t) be a periodicknot of order p, a prime.
Let J(t) and J(t)be the Alexander polynomials of K and K=K/t. Then
(1) A{t) dividesA(t)and,
(2) J(t)=J(t)p(l+ tA ht*-1)*-1(mod/)),
where A is a positiveinteger such that g.c.d. (A, />)―!.
Proposition 5.2. A knot 10m (Fig. 6 below) cannot have period 5.
Proof. Since the Alexander polynomial of K is J(t)=l―6t-＼-llt'2―6t3+t4
=(l-3t+t2)'＼ there is a representation 0: G(K)^>A4^SUi)> where AA is the
alternating group on 4 letters. In fact, 0(a)=(123), 0(6)=(134), 6(c)=(243), is one
of such representations, and G(K) does not have other representations (up to
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Fig.6.
equivalent).Suppose that(K, r) is a periodicknot of order 5. Then #r*=0 by
Corollary2.3. Therefore, by Proposition3.1, there exists 0: G(R)-^At^S(Jt).
Now it followsfrom Proposition5.1 that d(t)―l. But, then G(K) cannot have a
representationonto At [11, p. 609]. Therefore,K cannot have period 5.
Proposition 5.3. A knot K―9^ cannot have -heriod7.
Proof. Suppose that (K, r) is a periodic knot of order 7. There is only one
representation 6: G(K)-*A^S{],) [11] and hence 6r*^0. Since At has no auto-
morphism of order 7, 6z*=d yields dr*=d. Now, the covering linkage invariant
of K associated with 6 is defined and itis {3/4}. Since H＼(M*; Z)―Ziy it follows
from Theorem 3.2, that 3/4=0 (mod 7) which obviously fails. Therefore, 935 can-
not have period 7.
Proposition 5.4. A knot K=9ie connot have period 3.
Proof. Suppose that (K, z) is a periodic knot of order 3. Since A{t)=
2-5t+2t2, i(0 of K=K/z must be 1 by Proposition 5.1. Therefore, G{R)^D,
[3]. However, G(K) has 4 representations onto Ds [4, p. 200]. Thus, Theorem
4.2 implies that there are two representations dx and 62 such that no two oi
d^diT*), d2, 6zt*, 6zz% are equivalent. But the covering linkage invariants cor-
responding to 62, O2.T*,dzz% must coincide by Proposition 4.1. This is not the
case, because they are {-2/3}, {-2/3}, {2/3}, {-} [4, p. 200]. Therefore, 946
cannot have period 3.
Finally, to prove that knots 8i0,820,924 cannot have certain periods, we study
their possible orbit knots it.
Proposition 5.5. Let (K, t) be a periodic knot. If K is a fibre knot, then
K=K/z is either a fibre knot or a trivialknot.
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Proof. Let G=G(K)=tc1(S*-K) and H^tc1(S3-K). Then H=G/N for some
normal subgroup N in G. Since K is a fibre knot, G', the commutator subgroup
of G, is finitely generated, and hence, H'=(G/N)'=G'N/N^G'/Nr＼G' is also
finitelygenerated. Therefore, if H'=£l, then K is a fibre knot. If H'―l, then
it is unknotted, since H is abelian.
Proposition 5.6. Knots 810,820,924 are fibre knots.
Proof. 810 and 924 are alternating knots and their Alexander polynomials
are monic. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1 in [8], they are fibre knots. The fact
that 820 is also a fibre knot is known, but it is also easy to show that the com-
mutator subgroup of the group of 820is free of rank 4.
Proposition 5.7. Knots 810,820 cannot have any period.
Proof. The Alexander polynomials of 810 and 820 are, respectively,
J(t)=l-3t+6t2-7t3+6t4-3t5+t≪=a-t + t2)s
and
J(t)=l-2t+3t2-2ts+ti=(l-t + t2)2.
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 5.1 that 810 can have only prime periods 2
or 3 with J(/t)=l ―t+ t2 for both cases, and 820 can have only prime period 2
with J(K)=1 ―t-＼-t2.Since 810 and 820 are fibre knots, K must be a fibre knot
with J(K)=l-t + t2. Such a knot K must be the trefoilknot [2, p. 245].
Now for K=810 or 820,G(K) has a (unique) representation onto D3 and G(K)
also has a (unique) representation. Then, by Corollary 3.3, we have lkn(Ki, K2)
=plk&(&1, K2), for p=2, or 3. But it is known [4, p. 200] that lk&(&u K2)=±2
and lkx{Klt K2)=0. This proves Proposition 5.7,
Proposition 5.8. A knot K―^2i cannot have any period.
Proof. Since J(0=(l-£ + £2)2(l-3*+ £2),the possible prime period is 2 and
A(R)―1 ―t+ t2 or 1―3t + t2 by Proposition 5.1. Since if is a fibre knot, so is
K and then, K is either a trefoilknot or the figure eight knot [2, p. 245], noting
that the latter has property (P). Now, suppose that K is a trefoil knot. Then
each of G(K) and G(R) has a (unique) representation onto Z)3,and Corollary 3.3
implies that
lks(Xi, Kt)=2lkfi(Klr &).
But,
lka(Ru K,)=Q. while ik&CKu K9)=±2,
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[4, p. 200], a contradiction.
Suppose that & is the figure eight knot. Then each of G{K) and G(K) has
a (unique) representation onto D5. Then lk&(Klf K^-=-2lku{~Kx, Rz), where Kx, R±
are knots with covering index 1. A simple computation shows, however, that
ikjuiKx,KZ)~Q and ik^iKi, R^―±2. This contradiction proves Proposition 5.8.
The following table lists all prime periods of knots with less than 10 cross-
ing points. The number in a circleindicates the possible period whose existence
is not confirmed.
KNOT PERIODS KNOT PERIODS KNOT PERIODS KNOT PERIODS
3i
4i
5i
52
61
62
63
7i
72
73
U
76
76
77
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
2 3
2
2,5
2
2
2
2
2,7
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
88
89
810
8n
8J2
813
814
8,5
8l8
817
8,s
8
] 9
Q
020
8
21
9
i
%
%
%
9
.5
96
97
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.3
2
2,3
2
2
9
2
2
2
98
99
9io
9n
9l2
9l3
9≫
9l6
9l6
9l7
9,8
9l9
920
921
922
923
924
925
92B
927
928
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
R
2
2
2
%9
93o
93,
932
9
33
9
34
^35
9
36
9
37
9s8
9s9
9
4o
9
4!
9.J
2
9
43
944
946
94
6
947
948
9,9
2
CD, 3
@
2,3
2
3
R
3
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